tial diagnoses included hypomania and drug addiction.
The public's reactions Our national game is not cricket, it is writing letters to The Archers. My favourite came from the senior common room of a Cambridge college, inquiring whether Kenton and Shula are monozygotic or dizygotic twins. As Kenton is a boy and Shula a girl.... Congratulatory letters came particularly about Walter Gabriel's death, the evolution of Peggy's polymyalgia rheumatica, and Shula. Many letters were sad-for example, from women whose diagnosis of polymyalgia had been long delayed.
Letters from doctors criticised Matthew or suggested interesting diseases for Ambridge folk to develop. Many pressure groups wrote asking for publicity. Usually they came too late. There was one from the hare lip people, but we didn't write back "congratulations you've hit the jackpot." Other vested interests wrote-drug firms to say that their hay fever tablets didn't cause drowsiness and pharmacists complaining that Shula and Jennifer Aldridge went to the doctor and not the chemist for a pregnancy test.
Reactions in the press were usually sympathetic. I particularly looked forward to Dr Tom Stuttaford's The Times medical briefing a couple of weeks after a story.
My bosses were tolerant and usually interested and amused. Some tried to get me to spill the beans. One affected uninterest and intellectual snobbery about it, but he often knew what was happening-a closet Archers fan. Writing articles for specialist journals gave him an audience of a few thousand at best, whereas The Archers could aim to influence over six million listeners.
The Archers was conceived as an educational exercise to teach city folk about farmers' problems. Although primarily an entertainment, it allows some public education, but how effectively? Angie's overdose on EastEnders was studied retrospectively. subcommittee from the local medical conmmittee. The meeting had heard that certain doctors had already informed their patients that they were prohibited from ordering proper medicines and if they did so they would be surcharged. The insurance committee was anxious to prevent extravagance in any direction, but it was clear that great care had been taken to avoid exaggerated views being taken by practitioners in doing their work. Given, firstly, that the act was new and the panel practitioners were not fully aware of the charges that would be incurred by working on the new drug tariff; secondly, that doctors who had previously dispensed their own mixtures bought in bulk would not have appreciated that the separate costing under the tariff would be out of proportion to their previous costs; and, thirdly, that the local pharmacopoeia had been found to be more costly in practice than anticipated the panel committee decided not to consider for the year 1913 any practitioner as guilty of excessive prescribing who had not exceeded three shillings per insured patient.
Thirty four practitioners were found to have exceeded this cost in 1913. All cases were carefully investigated and their prescriptions examined. They were each invited to give an explanation of any special circumstances to account for their high prescribing costs and to attend the panel committee in person if they wanted to justify themselves. As a result 26 practitioners attended a hearing. The panel committee exonerated 18 of these, even though they had exceeded the cost per insured person. The committee did, however, consider that excessive prescribing was proved in 16 cases. 
